Abstract: A theoretical model of a two-component bilayer membrane was used in order to describe the influence of anisotropic membrane inclusions on shapes of membrane daughter micro and nano vesicles. It was shown that for weakly anisotropic inclusions the stable vesicle shapes are only sligthly out-of-round. In contrast, for strongly anisotropic inclusions the stable vesicle shapes may significantly differ from spheres, i.e. they have a flattened oblate shape at small numbers of inclusions in the membrane, and an elongated cigar-like prolate shape at high numbers of inclusions in the vesicle membrane.
INTRODUCTION
Biological membranes can be viewed as a bilayer of lipid molecules into which other molecules such as membrane proteins and glycolipids are embedded [1, 2] . In the seventies, a theoretical model was proposed where the membrane was described as a two-dimensional liquid [1] . Accordingly the stable shapes of closed bilayer membranes were assumed to be determined by minimization of CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LETTERS 91 the isotropic membrane bending energy [5] , i.e. the bending energy of a membrane composed of molecules which are considered as isotropic with respect to the axis pointing in the direction of the normal to the bilayer. Fig. 1 . Schematic representation of isotropic and anisotropic membrane constituents. Front and side views are shown. The principal curvatures C 1m and C 2m describe the intrinsic shape of the molecule. Gemini detergents (shown in the figure) are typical examples of a strongly anisotropic molecule composed of two head-tail entities that are joined by a spacer in the headgroup level [3, 4] .
Recently, strong evidence has been accumulated which indicates that the single membrane constituents (Fig. 1) , as well as the membrane inclusions (Fig. 2) , are in general anisotropic [6, 7] . It was shown that anisotropic membrane inclusions, induced by exogeneously bound detergents, can strongly influence the shape of cells and the shape of cell membrane daughter micro and nanovesicles [6, 8, 9] . The influence of detergents on the shape of the membrane has also been studied in lipid vesicles. Recently Staneva et al. [10] investigated the effect of detergents on the shape and vesiculation (budding) of giant unilamellar vesicles. They showed that budding of the bilayer membrane may be induced by the initial incorporation of detergent in the outer membrane leaflet, increasing the local spontaneous curvature of the bilayer [11] . Budding and tubulation were CELL. MOL. BIOL. LETT.
Vol. 11. No. 1. 2006 92 also studied in highly oblate phospholipid vesicles with anchored polymers or oleoylcoenzyme A [12] , where the concentration of the anchors (i.e. membrane inclusions) seems to be the dominant parameter in determining the amount of induced membrane curvature. Fig. 2 . Schematic figure of a single protein membrane inclusion. Note that the intrinsic shape of the protein inclusion, characterized by intrinsic curvatures C 1m and C 2m , differs from the real (geometrical) shape of the protein. Intrinsic curvatures C 1m and C 2m are the principal curvatures of the membrane which corresponds to the minimal possible energy of the protein inclusion and the surrounding disturbed lipids (E min ). The binding of detergents on the membrane protein (see also [13] ) may change the values of C 1m and C 2m .
The anisotropic membrane components or inclusions interact with the anisotropically curved membrane bilayer (regions of the membrane where the principal curvatures are different) in an orientation dependent manner and thus contribute to the deviatoric energy [14, 15] of the membrane. These anisotropic membrane inclusions can move laterally over the phospholipid layer and also rotate around their axes normal to the membrane. They can take the energetically most favourable place and orientation in the membrane. In this way the anisotropic membrane inclusions may considerably influence the membrane elastic free energy and the corresponding equilibrium shapes of the membrane [16, 17] . In the eighties Markin [18] was the first to develop a theoretical model for the determination of erythrocyte shape transformations and the distribution of membrane components over the membrane surface. The Markin theoretical model is based on the concept of the fluid mosaic model. The free energy of a membrane composed of two species of molecules was derived by employing the spontaneous curvature model where, in addition to the membrane isotropic bending energy, the energy contributions due to the membrane components were included. The influence of membrane components on the membrane spontaneous curvature and curvature elasticities were also taken into account. Markin showed that a nonuniform organization of different components over the CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LETTERS 93 membrane may arise. He also studied how the distribution of membrane components affects the membrane shape. In this work, stable shapes of daughter vesicles of a bilayer membrane with inclusions corresponding to the minimum of the membrane free energy and the corresponding lateral distribution of membrane components were studied theoretically. The vesicle membrane was assumed to be composed of two kinds of molecules: phospholipid molecules and anisotropic membrane inclusions. For the sake of simplicity, the anisotropic phospholipid molecules were taken to be isotropic. The model of a two-component bilayer membrane was used to study the dependence of equilibrium shapes of the bilayer membrane daughter micro and nanovesicles as a function of the number and intrinsic shape of the membrane inclusions.
THEORY AND RESULTS
Since the thickness of the bilayer membrane is much smaller than the dimensions of the membrane in the lateral direction, the bilayer membrane resembles a two dimensional surface in a three dimensional space. At a chosen point on the two dimensional surface we cut the surface by a plane through the normal to the surface. The intersection forms a curve in space, the so-called normal cut. The inverse of the radius of the circle that fits the normal cut at the chosen point is by definition the curvature of the normal cut at the chosen point. If from all possible normal cuts we choose those with extreme curvatures, we find that these are the principal curvatures C 1 and C 2 of the two dimensional membrane surface at a chosen point. In the model, the membrane is composed of two kinds of constituents; phospholipid molecules and anisotropic membrane inclusions. The anisotropic inclusions have principal curvatures C 1m,1 and C 2m,1 which describe their intrinsic shapes. Our description of the two-component bilayer membrane starts from a microscopic description of the membrane constituents. We take into account the deviatoric energy of the membrane which is based on the orientational ordering of the anisotropic membrane constituents [6, 16] , where the relative orientation of the anisotropic inclusions influences the free energy of the membrane. The 
, the free energy of the membrane monolayer (ΔF) is given by [14] We restricted our analysis of stable shapes of cell membrane daughter vesicles to ellipsoidal vesicle shapes with rotational symmetry around the z axis (Fig. 3) .
The main semi-axes of the ellipsoid are R and B. The azimuthal angle ϑ measures the angular distance from the x axis (in the positive and in the negative direction). The mean curvature H and the curvature deviator D of the ellipsoid with rotational symmetry around z axis can be written as: 
while the area of the oblate ellipsoid with rotational symmetry is 
The total free energy of the membrane is the sum of the free energy contributions of the outer layer composed of isotropic lipid molecules and anisotropic inclusions, and of the inner layer composed of isotropic lipid molecules only. The absolute minimum of the membrane free energy ΔF corresponding to the equilibrium shape of the vesicle was searched for given the values of membrane area A, intrinsic mean curvature ( corresponding to global minima are denoted by circles. In discontinuous transitions there is a jump in the position of the global minimum, while in continuous transitions the local minimum moves continuously; A -a continuous transition from sphere to prolate shape and a discontinuous transition from the prolate shape to the pronounced prolate shape, B -a continuous transition from sphere to prolate shape, a discontinuous transition from prolate shape to oblate shape and a discontinuous transition from oblate shape to pronounced prolate shape, and C -a continuous transition from sphere to prolate shape and a discontinuous transition from prolate shape to oblate shape. Fig. 4C shows the continuous transition, i.e. the movement of the local minimum, from the spherical shape to the prolate ellipsoidal shape and the discontinuous transition from the prolate to the oblate ellipsoidal shape when a new local minimum at lower δ becomes the global minimum.
Additionally, Fig. 4B shows the discontinuous transitions from the oblate to a pronounced prolate shape with formation of the third local minimum at higher average area density fractions 1
the second local minimum (at 0 < δ ) never becomes the global minimum and only discontinuous transitions from the prolate to the pronounced prolate ellipsoidal shape can be observed as shown in Fig. 4A . As we see in Fig. 4 , typical absolute values of the free energies are a few thousand kT.
CONCLUSION
In this work the role of anisotropic membrane inclusions in determination of stable shapes of membrane daughter vesicles was studied. The equilibrium vesicle shapes were determined by minimization of the bilayer membrane free energy consisting of bending and deviatoric parts. It was shown theoretically that for weakly anisotropic inclusions the stable vesicle shapes are nearly spherical, while for strongly anisotropic membrane inclusions the stable vesicle shapes may significantly differ from spheres. They may have a flattened oblate shape at small number of inclusions and an elongated cigar-like prolate shape at high number of inclusions in the vesicle membrane (Fig. 5) . The calculated equilibrium shapes were obtained for the model system of bilayer membrane vesicles with anisotropic inclusions. We have discussed the relationship between these theoretically predicted shapes and the observed membrane daughter vesicle shapes in biological systems [8, 9, 15, 17] . Similar shapes of membrane daughter vesicles to those predicted in Fig. 5 have been observed in the erythrocyte membrane (Fig. 6) [5, 9, [19] [20] [21] . It was observed that amphiphile-induced microexovesicles of the erythrocyte membrane may be spherical or cylindrical, depending on the species of the added amphiphile. Predominantly spherical microexovesicles were released to the outer solution by dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide or dodecylzwittergentom (Fig. 6B) , which are examples of weakly anisotropic inclusions. Tubular microexovesicles were released by dodecyl D-maltoside (Fig. 6A) [22] or dimeric dioctyldiQAS [15] , which are examples of strongly anisotropic inclusions. Further, in human erythrocytes polyoxyethyleneglycolalkylether induces a large oblate torocytelike endovesicle [17] . Qualitatively, these experimental results could be connected to the results of our calculations (Fig. 5) , where spherical, oblate (flattened) and prolate (long tubular) shapes of the membrane were obtained. Tubular structures [22] could be linked to the calculated prolate ellipsoidal vesicle shape of the ellipsoid, while torocyte-like vesicles [17] could be linked to the calculated oblate ellipsoidal vesicle shape. Anisotropic inclusions with a large intrinsic curvature deviator [8, 20] , spherical (B) and oblate (C) [17] daughter vesicles of the erythrocyte membrane.
and oblate shapes, while the energy barrier is given by the difference between the free energy of the prolate shape and the local maximum between the two shapes. As shown in Fig. 4 , for a given intrinsic curvature deviator 1 , m D of the inclusions, the transition energy and the energy barrier increase with increasing average area density fraction 1 m . This increase is the result of the increase of the average concentration of inclusions, which prefer more curved regions of the membranes. The maximal energy of transition from the prolate shape to the oblate shape is approx. 175 kT for inclusions with an intrinsic deviator of 0.070 nm -1 . The maximal energy barrier is approx. 300 kT. The thermal fluctuation energy [23] can be estimated to lie between 50 kT and 500 kT for bending rigidities between 10 -20 J and 10 -19 J. This estimate of the fluctuation energy hints that transitions with small transition energy are not stable. Similar transition energies (up to 500 kT) were obtained by Kralj-Iglič et al. [21] , where the transition between prolate and oblate discoid vesicles with embedded isotropic inclusions was studied. The main difference between the results of our calculation and the calculation of Kralj-Iglič et al. [21] is that we also obtained discontinuous transitions between oblate, prolate and pronounced prolate shapes.
To conclude, we suggested a model of a two-component bilayer membrane which considers the bilayer membrane as a two component system of isotropic lipids and anisotropic membrane inclusions. This model was used to study the interdependence between the membrane shape and the distribution of anisotropic inclusions for different intrinsic shapes of the anisotropic inclusions. Our model could also be used in description of the shape transitions of lipid vesicles in an electric [24] and a magnetic field [5] in order to study simultaneously the effect of both; intrinsic shape of anisotropic molecules and the electric/magnetic field on shape transitions.
